Beaver Bonspiel X Round 10
Packet by Mike Usher (with a special guest bonus generously donated by Jason Keller)

Tossups

1.  In physics, the "T-" version of this principle is related by the Strominger-Yau-Zaslow conjecture to mirror symmetry, and the Olive-Montonen version generalizes the relationship between electric and magnetic fields.  In mathematics, it refers to the relationship between a vector space and the space of linear functionals on that space, and also relates lines and planes in projective space, since two lines determine a point and vice versa.  FTP, name this word describing a situation where an entity has two aspects, which sometimes follows the hyphenated word "wave-particle."
	Answer: duality (reluctantly accept any word whose root is "dual")

2. This city was renamed Yu-chou after it was wrested from the control of nomads under whom it was named Yen, in reference to the kingdom of which it had been capital during the Warring States period.  Though fossil discoveries made near it in 1929 indicate that people have been living there for 500,000 years, it was only moderately important until it was captured and renamed "Ta-tu," or "Great Capital," in 1272 by Kublai Khan.  FTP, name this site of the Imperial Vault of Heaven, the Great Hall of the People, the Forbidden City, and Tiananmen Square.
	Answer: Beijing (or Peking) 

3.  In a Jorge Luis Borges story, the protagonist acquires this man's memory instead of his own.  Elsewhere in literature, he commits suicide after realizing that he has treated the peasants near his home unfairly in Edward Bond's Bingo!, and he appears alongside Shaw in George Bernard Shaw's last completed play, a four-page puppet play in which the protagonists have a fistfight and Shaw mocks his works, telling him, "There is more fun in heaven and earth...Than is dreamt of in your philosophy."  FTP, name this author of Venus and Adonis and Cymbeline.
	Answer: William Shakespeare

4.  This philosopher identified two types of truth, of which "adequation" was less important than "aletheia," the Greek word for both "truth" and "unconcealment," which he regarded as occurring in a "clearing," or lichtung.  He regarded projection, fallenness, and thrownness as the unified future, present, and past aspects of the subject of greatest concern to him, which, following Kant and Husserl, he called dasein.  FTP, name this Duns Scotus-studying, Nazi-sympathizing existentialist author of Being and Time.
	Answer: Martin Heidegger

5.  The thalli of the largest ones, such as the meter-in-diameter Sticta, have a foliose form, as do those of Umbilicaria, which is also known as rock tripe and produces a precursor to litmus.  Others include Iceland moss, used as an appetite stimulant, and Lecanora esculenta, which is supposedly the manna that fell from heaven.  Consisting of a phytobiont and a mycobiont, FTP, what are these mutualistic associations between fungi and algae?
	Answer: lichens  

6.  He chose Shirley Maclaine as his daughter's godmother, and in a 2002 speech he declared, "Stardust and spirit unite, and we begin: One with the universe, whole and holy.  From one source, endless creative energy, bursting forth, kinetic, elemental."  His political career appeared to be over after he was voted out of office for allowing his city to default on a loan instead of selling the Municipal Light System, but he rebounded and was elected to Congress from Cleveland in 1996.  FTP, name this chairman of the Congressional Progressive Caucus who is seeking the Democratic presidential nomination.
	Answer: Dennis Kucinich

7.  The protagonist impersonates Roger Moore and various members of the Rat Pack while advertising Santori Time whiskey on a trip which begins with him forgetting his son's birthday.  In a hotel bar, he meets Charlotte, a Yale-educated young woman whose photographer husband has taken a side trip to Fukuoka, and an unconsummated affair ensues.  FTP, name this critically-acclaimed 2003 film set in Tokyo, starring Scarlett Johannsen and Bill Murray and directed by Sofia Coppola.
	Answer: Lost in Translation

8.  A major primary source for the latter stages of this process is John Hart's 1569 book An Orthographie, which advocated a new spelling system.  Discovered by Otto Jesperson, it appears to have happened in eight stages, during which tongue position generally moved upward and two diphthongs were introduced.  The reason why Chaucer doesn't gloss well nowadays is, FTP, what linguistic change from 1400-1700 which saw the lengthening of vowels?
	Answer: Great Vowel Shift

9.  His only lyric poems are the youthful Description of the Seasons and Cloud Messenger, in which Yaksha sends a cloud to console his wife while he is exiled in the Himalayas.  Speculation about when he lived is aided by the historical references in his play Malavika and Agnimitra, and the title of his Vikramorvashi is sometimes considered a pun on the name of his king.  FTP, name this author of The Recognition of Shakuntala, generally considered the greatest writer in Sanskrit literature.
	Answer: Kalidasa

10.  He divorced his first wife Minervina, and 19 years later he had his son Crispus and his second wife Fausta killed, but he had better family relations with his mother-in-law Eutropia, who persuaded him to build a Church commemorating Christ's appearance to Abraham, and with his mother St. Helena.  His victories and Chrysopolis and Adrianople over his former ally Licinius extended the power he gained with his defeat of Maxentius at Milvian Bridge in 312.  FTP, name this first Christian Roman emperor.
	Answer: Constantine I (the Great)

11.  The Meselson-Radding model for this process postulates that it begins with the formation of nicks, while a rival model maintains that it is initiated by a double-strand break. It occurs in synaptonemal complexes during pachytene and requires synthesis of new DNA in small 200 base-pair strands.  Used by geneticists to approximate the distance between genes on a chromosome, FTP, what is this event during meiosis in which segments of DNA are exchanged by homologous chromosomes?
	Answer: crossing over or recombination

12.  Though it has been used as background music for dramatic speeches by decrepit old men in both Intolerable Cruelty and The Big Lebowski, it was originally written to honor the wife of Count Franz von Walsegg-Stuppach.  Among its weaker points are an anticlimactic "Amen" at the end of the Lacrimosa as well as the entire Sanctus and Benedictus sections, which were composed by Franz Sussmayr.  FTP, name this 1791 composition which Mozart worked on until two weeks before his death.
	Answer: Mozart's Requiem in D Minor ("Mozart" not required once his name appears in the question)

13.  One woman by this name was a Moor who converted to Christianity in 1158 in order to marry the knight Gonçalo Hermingues and who gave her name to a Portuguese village which became famous in 1917.  Her namesake, known as "the shining one" or "az-Zahra," was reportedly crushed between the door and the wall of her house by opponents of her husband 'Ali, who later became caliph. FTP, name the only child of Muhammad to produce surviving offspring, from whom a dynasty of Egyptian rulers claimed descent.
	Answer: Fatimah

14.  ESPN's Fabulous Sports Babe once referred to the Seattle Kingdome as the world's biggest one of these.  The TVLand channel commissioned a limited edition of them with a Mr. T design, but the more common ones designed by Joseph Enterprises take the form of trees, frogs, hippos, puppies, and cows.  Relying on a gel-like paste which makes Salvia columbariae seeds adhere to a clay body, FTP, what are these often-seen-on-TV handmade decorative planters?
	Answer: Chia pets

15.  His late career included victories over King Og of Bashan and King Sihon of the Amorites, which prompted Balak to send Balaam to put a curse on his people.  He seems to have been a bigamist, since his siblings objected to his marriage to an unnamed Cushite woman at a time when his Midianite wife Zipporah was probably still alive.  FTP, name this man who spent his childhood in the court of Seti I before his life was changed by a conversation with a burning bush.
	Answer: Moses

16. Two scenes after Aleksii Antedilluvianovich Prelapsarianov delivers a speech praising all-encompassing theories like communism, the scene shifts to Mr. Lies playing the oboe in Antarctica, which is really a figment of Harper's imagination.  Harper's husband, Joe Pitt, has been offered a job in the Justice department and has an affair with Louis Ironson, much to the dismay of his Mormon mother and his mentor Roy Cohn.  FTP, name this two-part(*) AIDS-themed play by Tony Kushner.
	Answer: Angels in America (accept more specifically Angels in America: Perestroika (the second part) until the *)

17.  Versions of this theory include the "new" and "chaotic" models proposed by Andrei Linde, but all versions rely on the consequences of a scalar field being in a false vacuum state with very negative pressure.  To explain the flatness of spacetime, the namesake process need only have lasted for 10 to the negative 33rd seconds, but it is widely believed to repeat eternally, resulting in the creation of infinitely many universes.  FTP, identify this process of antigravitational expansion postulated by Alan Guth, whose name is also associated with balloons and price increases.
	Answer: cosmic inflation

18.   It won the Grand Prize at the Great Exhibition in the Crystal Palace somewhat to the chagrin of the London Times, which called it "a cross between an Astley Chariot, a wheelbarrow, and a flying machine."  Obed Hussey patented one in 1833, but another man's version was more successful, eventually being mass-produced in the Chicago factory which saw the strike that led to the Haymarket Riot.  FTP, name this machine used for harvesting grain, most associated with Cyrus McCormick.
	Answer: mechanical reaper

19. Madame de Rosemonde begins to alter her opinion of her nephew after he pays the debts of a poor family, but he is obliged to leave her estate after having a false Dijon postmark put on a letter in order to get the Présidente de Tourvel to read it.  A note left in a harp is the opening salvo in the Chevalier Danceny's seduction of Cécile Volanges, whose prospective marriage to a former lover of Madame de Merteuil sets the plot in motion.  FTP, name this novel about the amorous conspiracies of Merteuil and the Vicomte de Valmont, written by Choderlos de Laclos.
	Answer: Les Liaisons Dangereuses (Dangerous Liaisons)

20.  The world's leading producer of bismuth, this country is largely covered by its eponymous 4000-to-8000 foot high Plateau, to the west of which one finds the Barranca del Cobre, or Copper Canyon, and to the south of which are the Balsas depression and some of the country's highest mountains, like Toluca and Pico de Orizaba. It has two major peninsulas, one in the northwest which contains Ensenada, and one in the southeast whose most visited sites include Uxmal and Chichén Itzá.  FTP, name this country, part of whose northern border is formed by the Río Grande.
	Answer: México

21. Fixtures at the titular location include the somewhat senile Miss Avery and a set of pig's teeth embedded in the wych elm to the west of the house.  A clerk at the Porphyrion Insurance Company enters the action at a concert where his umbrella is inadvertently taken by the woman he later impregnates, and leaves it when he dies of a heart attack after being hit with the flat end of a sword by Charles Wilcox.  FTP, name this novel about the interaction of the Bast and Wilcox families with Helen and Margaret Schlegel, written by E.M. Forster	Answer: Howards End

Bonus questions
1.  Name the following films and people associated with Jean-Luc Godard, FTP each:
a) Godard's first and most famous film, it deals with cop killer Michel Poiccard's attempted flight from the law.
	Answer: A Bout de Souffle (Breathless)
b) Perhaps the actor most associated with Godard's films is this son of a noted sculptor, who played the main character in Breathless and also starred in Pierrot le Fou and Une Femme est une Femme.
	Answer: Jean-Paul Belmondo
c) Not quite a Tolstoy character, this actress didn't get a cameo in Breathless because she refused to take off her clothes, but she did get to be Godard's wife for 6 years, and she starred in Une Femme est une Femme, Le Petit Soldat, and Alphaville. 
	Answer: Anna Karina 

2. Name these figures of the French Revolution, FTP each:
a) Widely credited with the overthrow of the monarchy, this man served as the first head of the Committee of Public Safety but later took a moderate line, leading to his execution in April 1794.
	Answer: Georges Danton
b) This author of Spirit of the Revolution and of the Constitution of France served as President of the National Convention at age 26, during which time he declared, "The vessel of the Revolution can arrive in port only on a sea reddened with torrents of blood."  Like Robespierre, he was guillotined in the Thermidorian reaction.
	Answer: Louis de Saint-Just
c) Nicknamed Gracchus because of his enthusiasm for agrarian reforms, this advocate of an equal distribution of land and income was executed in 1797 for his role in a plot to overthrow the Directory.
	Answer: François-Noël (Gracchus) Babeuf

3.  Name the following parts of the lung, FTP each:
a) This is the membranous sac that encases the lung.
	Answer: pleura
b) This is the large air passageway that connects the lung to the trachea at one end and branches numerous times at the other.
	Answer: bronchus (accept the plual, bronchi)
c) This is the point on the inner side of the lung where the bronchus, the pulmonary blood vessels, and various nerves all enter the lung.
	Answer: hilum

4.  Its title refers to four girls, Nicole, Amy, Charlotte, and Grace, who jealously ostracize the smart, beautiful Binah until a fairy godmother convinces them to change their ways. FTP each:
a) Name this children's book by Madonna.
	Answer: The English Roses
b) The character of Binah is based on this real-life daughter of Madonna.
	Answer: Lourdes Ciccone
c) The English Roses is the first of five children's books that Madonna was inspired to write by her study of this system of Jewish mystical thought.
	Answer: kabbalah  

5.  Answer the following about a poet, FTP each:
a) This Jesuit priest and Greek literature professor is remembered for his use of what he called "sprung rhythm" in sonnets like "The Windhover" and "God's Grandeur."
	Answer: Gerald Manley Hopkins
b) Hopkins' first mature work was this long poem inspired by the death of five nuns at sea.
	Answer: "The Wreck of the Deutschland"
c) This ten-line Hopkins poem begins, "Glory to God for dappled things."
	Answer: "Pied Beauty"

6.  The presidential elections held in this republic on October 5 were described as a "farce" by such people as Malik Saidullayev, who was disqualified from the election in September.  FTP each:
a) Name this region, whose capital is Grozny.
	Answer: Chechnya
b) Name the Kremlin-backed candidate who won the election with about 85% of the vote.
	Answer: Akhmad Kadyrov
c) Name the man who was Chechnya's first president starting in 1997 and who called for Kadyrov's assassination after Kadyrov allied himself with Russia.
	Answer: Aslan Maskhadov

7. Name these Irish nationalist leaders, FTP each:
a) Known as the Liberator, he helped the Whigs overthrow Robert Peel's administration in 1835 in exchange for promises of pro-Irish reform measures, but after he grew disaffected with the Whigs he founded the Repeal Association, leading to his arrest for seditious conspiracy.
	Answer: Daniel O'Connell
b) This man shrewdly led the Home Rule Party through most of the 1880s but fell into disrepute after the revelation of his affair with Katherine O'Shea.
	Answer: Charles Parnell
c) Spared execution after the 1916 Easter rising only because he was born in the U.S., he went on to serve as Irish Prime Minister for 21 years, during which time Ireland removed itself from the British Commonwealth.
	Answer: Eamon de Valera 

8.  Name these scientists who studied issues related to learning and memory, FTP each:
a) This German invented 2300 nonsense syllables such as "uhn," "gaq," "moz," and "jek," and studied how his own ability to remember them depended on how often he repeated them after learning them.
	Answer: Hermann Ebbinghaus
b) This behaviorist succeeded in teaching rats to press a lever in order to obtain a pellet of food.
	Answer: Burrhus Frederick Skinner
c) This Caltech neurobiologist studied epileptics whose corpus callosa had been severed, and found that they were unable to relearn how to draw with their right hands.
	Answer: Roger Sperry 

9.  Name the following tectonic plates, FTP each:
a) This is the plate on which you are currently located.
	Answer: North American plate
b) Sandwiched between the Pacific and South American plates, subduction of this plate is responsible for the volcanoes in the Andes mountains.
	Answer: Nazca plate
c) The Marianas Trench is located where the Pacific plate meets this relatively small plate, which shares its name with an island nation.	
	Answer: Philippines plate

10. Name these classically-inspired works of German literature, FTP each:
a) Maurice Sendak illustrated a recent translation of this Heinrich von Kleist play about the fight between Achilles and the titular Amazon queen.
	Answer: Penthesilea
b) Sharing its subject with a Euripides play, it deals with the unexpected meeting between the shipwrecked Orestes and his long-lost sister, who is in charge of sacrificing shipwrecked strangers.
	Answer: Iphigenia in Tauris (Iphigenia auf Tauris)
c) This novel by Friedrich Hölderlin about a Greek Titan prominently features Hölderlin's employer's wife in the guise of the character Diotima.  John Keats wrote an unfinished epic with the same title.
	Answer: Hyperion (oder der Eremit in Griechenland) 

11.  Name the following people with something in common, FTP each:
a) Notorious during his tenure as the head of Iraq's Olympic Committee for torturing athletes who performed below expectation, he still had a bullet lodged in his spine from a 1996 assassination attempt when he and his brother were killed on July 22, 2003.
	Answer: Uday (or Odai) Saddam Hussein al-Tikriti
b) This onetime collaborator with Anna Pavlova revitalized traditional Hindu dance by incorporating Western techniques into his choreography and led an internationally-recognized dance troupe for over 30 years.  His brother, a famous sitarist, is better known.
	Answer: Uday Shankar
c) This youngest scion of a family of Bollywood stars whose other members include Aditya, Yash, and Ravi has earned heartthrob status thanks to his roles in My Friend's Wedding and Mohabbatein.  He seems to be unrelated to the holistic healing guru with the same last name.
	Answer: Uday Chopra

12.  Answer the following about laser cooling, FTP each:
a) Name any of the three scientists who shared the 1997 Nobel Physics Prize for using laser cooling methods to cool atoms to the microkelvin range.  One of them co-authored a standard advanced quantum mechanics book with Bernard Diu and Frank Laloe.
	Answer: Steven Chu, Claude Cohen-Tannoudji, William Phillips (Cohen-Tannoudji is the textbook author)
b) Give the two word culinary term Chu coined for the environment which the lasers create in the cooling process, causing the atoms to move as if in a thick liquid.
	Answer: optical molasses
c) Optical molasses played an important role in the creation by Eric Cornell and Carl Wiemann of this form of matter consisting of atoms all in their lowest quantum state.
	Answer: Bose-Einstein Condensate

13.  Answer the following about Indira Gandhi, FTP each:
a) For many years Indira Gandhi's intended successor was this younger son, who served as censor and directed the forced sterilization program during his mother's state of emergency, but his political career ended prematurely with a 1980 stunt plane crash.
	Answer: Sanjay Gandhi
b) After the state of emergency, Indira Gandhi's tenure as Prime Minister was interrupted by the ascent of this 80 year-old urine-drinking politician from the Janata Party.
	Answer: Morarji Desai
c) Indira Gandhi was assassinated in retaliation for her June 1984 orders to the Indian Army to occupy this site, the holiest shrine of Sikhism.
	Answer: Golden Temple of Amritsar (accept Harimandir or Darbar Sahib)

14.  Name these suicidal poets, FTP each:
a) This poet wrote Homage to Mistress Bradstreet and a large collection of "Dream Songs" before jumping off a Minneapolis bridge in 1972.
	Answer: John Berryman
b) This author of the monograph My Pushkin, the poetic tragedy Ariadne, and the anti-Bolshevik cycle The Swan's Camp killed herself in 1941 shortly after evacuating Moscow.
	Answer: Marina Ivanovna Tsvetayeva
c) This poet's collections inspired by her struggle with mental illness included To Bedlam and Part Way Back, All My Pretty Ones, and Live or Die.  She poisoned herself in her garage in 1974.
	Answer: Anne Sexton

15.   Because it's not a Beaver Bonspiel without it, ALLEZ FIGURE SKATING!  Name these Americans who may or may not be competing at SkateAmerica in Reading, PA as we speak, FTP each.
a) She has won six consecutive national titles and was the 2003 World Champion.  She is only missing an Olympic gold medal from her case, having received silver in 1998 and bronze in 2002.
	Answer: Michelle Kwan
b) 2003 looked to be a breakthrough year for her when she won the ISU Grand Prix final, but she stumbled to a fourth-place worlds finish when she fell on a camel spin.
	Answer: Sasha Cohen
c) This Brookline native is infinitely cooler, not for winning the 2000 World Junior Championship or the 2002 Four Continents, but for using the soundtrack from Mamma Mia! in her 2003 long program.
	Answer: Jennifer Kirk

16. Name these theorists of education, FTP each:
a) This philosopher emphasized the importance of a child's learning by experience and from "the book of the world" in his treatise Émile, or, On Education.
	Answer: Jean-Jacques Rousseau
b) This teacher's methods, used in such schools as the Casa dei Bambini, involved allowing children to teach themselves through self-directed work with "didactic apparatuses" such as beads and cylinders.
	Answer: Maria Montessori
c) This Brazilian argued that education should be a path to the liberation of the underprivileged in his book Pedagogy of the Oppressed.
	Answer: Paolo Freire

17.  Name these influences on the Impressionists, FTP each:
a) This one-time medical student offered much-needed financial support and lodgings to Monet and Renoir during the late 1860's, but his own promising career was cut short at age 28 when he died in the Franco-Prussian War.  His best known canvas is probably The Family Reunion.
	Answer: Jean-Frédéric Bazille
b) The Impressionists were fond of many of this landscapist's works, including "Norham Castle, Sunrise" and "The Burning of the Houses of Parliament."
	Answer: Joseph Mallord William Turner
c) The Impressionists greatly admired such works as the portrait of Pope Innocent X and the views of the Villa Medici by this 17th century Spaniard.
	Answer: Diego Velásquez

18.  Name the following quantities from thermodynamics, FTP each:
a) Generally denoted by mu, this can be obtained as the derivative of the Gibbs free energy with respect to number of particles.  Because it is an intensive quantity, it is more fundamental than the Gibbs free energy.
	Answer: chemical potential
b) This is a measure of the tendency of a gas to escape from a mixture or expand.  Replacing the actual pressure of a nonideal gas with this quantity serves as a correction to the ideal gas law for nonideal gases.
	Answer: fugacity
c) This quantity is defined as internal energy plus pressure times volume.  It is conserved in the Joule-Thomson cooling process.
	Answer: enthalpy

19.  Name the following countries which have recently completed space missions, FTP each:
a) In what one of its newspapers described as a "Great Leap Skyward," this country became the third to successfully launch a man into space on October 15.
	Answer: People's Republic of China
b) On September 28, this country sent up its first satellite aboard a Russian rocket.  It is intended to monitor oil pipelines for thieves, but many have complained that the money would have been better spent on infrastructure.
	Answer: Nigeria
c) In April 2001, this country, which plans to send a probe to the moon by 2007, launched a rocket into space for the first time.
	Answer: India

20.  Name these British female novelists, FTP each:
a) Growing up in a household often frequented by luminaries like David Garrick and Samuel Johnson, this author prefigured Jane Austen with novels of manners like Evelina, Cecilia, and Camilla.
	Answer: Fanny Burney
b) This author was largely responsible for the popularity of Gothic novels in the late 18th century, thanks to works like The Mysteries of Udolpho and The Italian.
	Answer: Ann Radcliffe
c) This author wrote the timely 1848 novel of class warfare Mary Barton as well as the first biography of Charlotte Brontë.
	Answer: Elizabeth Gaskell

21.  Answer the following relating to international agreements of the 1920's, FTP each:
a) This 1925 pact included a non-agression agreement between Germany, Britain, Italy, France, and Belgium.  11 years later, the French claimed that Germany had violated it by sending troops into the Rhineland.
	Answer: Pact of Locarno
b) In 1924, the Reparations Commission of Allied nations accepted a plan for German reparations payment that had been presented to it by this American banker.
	Answer: Charles Dawes
c) Signed by Benito Mussolini and Pietro Gasparri, this treaty resulted in the papacy's recognition of the state of Italy in exchange for sovereignty over the Vatican City and other perks such as control over religious instruction in Italian public schools.
	Answer: Lateran Treaty

